sensorimotor T1 spin echo MRI is associated with brainstem abnormality in chronic fatigue syndrome. Ynicl (2018), ABSTRACT We recruited 43 Chronic Fatigue Syndrome (CFS) subjects who met Fukuda criteria and 27 healthy controls and performed 3T MRI T1 and T2 weighted spin-echo (T1wSE and T2wSE) scans. T1wSE signal follows T1 relaxation rate (1 / T1 relaxation time) and responds to myelin and iron (ferritin) concentrations. We performed MRI signal level group comparisons with SPM12. Spatial normalization after segmentation was performed using T2wSE scans and applied to the coregistered T1wSE scans. After global signal-level normalization of individual scans, the T1wSE group comparison detected decreased signal-levels in CFS in a brainstem region (cluster-based inference controlled for family wise error rate, PFWE = 0.002), and increased signal-levels in large bilateral clusters in sensorimotor cortex white matter (cluster PFWE < 0.0001). Moreover, regional brainstem T1wSE values were negatively correlated with sensorimotor values for both CFS (R 2 = 0.31, P = 0.00007) and healthy controls (R 2 = 0.34, P = 0.0009), and the regressions were co-linear. This relationship, previously unreported in either healthy controls or CFS, in view of known thalamic projection-fibre plasticity, suggests brainstem conduction deficits in CFS may stimulate the upregulation of myelin in the sensorimotor cortex to maintain brainstem -sensorimotor connectivity. VBM did not find group differences in regional grey matter or white matter volumes. We argued that increased T1wSE observed in sensorimotor WM in CFS probably indicates increased myelination which is a regulatory response to decreases in the brainstem although the causality cannot be tested in this study. Altered brainstem myelin may have broad consequences for cerebral function and should be a focus of future research.
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Abbreviations BA, Brodmann Area; CFS, chronic fatigue syndrome; GM, grey matter; HC, healthy controls; M1, primary motor cortex; PFWE family-wise error corrected cluster P statistic; PD, Parkinson's Disease; ROI, region of interest; S1, primary somatosensory cortex; SNR, signal to noise ratio; T1wSE, T1 weighted spin echo; TE, echo time; TIV, total intracranial volume; TR, repetition time; VBIS, voxel based iterative sensitivity; VBM, voxel based morphometry; VTA, ventral tegmental area; WM, white matter
INTRODUCTION
The chronic fatigue syndrome or myalgic encephalomyelitis (CFS) is a common, debilitating, multisystem disorder of uncertain pathogenesis, for which there exists evidence of dysregulation of the central nervous system, immune system and cellular energy metabolism (1) . Numerous fMRI and connectivity studies in CFS have suggested abnormal WM function (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) although they do not inform regarding its biological origin. Here we examine structural scan signal levels that respond to both myelin and iron levels to offer novel insights into WM status in CFS.
Early MRI utilised spin-echo (SE) sequences which yielded T1 and T2 weighted (T1wSE and T2wSE) scans with good signal to noise ratio (SNR) that showed little spatial distortion. Indeed, T1wSE and T2wSE scans still have an important clinical role. The 'weighted' or 'w' here refers to the fact that although T1w levels are primarily determined by local T1 relaxation rate, they are also weakly affected by local T2 relaxation rate. The price paid for the high quality of SE scans is a long acquisition time (up to 10 minutes) and limited axial spatial resolution (early axial voxel sizes were 5 mm). In research, T1wSE scans have almost exclusively been replaced by T1w gradient recalled echo (GRE) scans which typically have acquisition times of a few minutes and isotropic voxel sizes of 1 mm or less. Although T1wGRE scans also show better GM to WM contrast, their SNR is poorer than T1wSE and they suffer from significant spatial distortion. T1wSE scans are therefore expected to be more sensitive than T1wGRE for quantitative cross-sectional studies of T1 relaxation effects. Similarly, it is now common to use 'optimised 3D fast-spin-echo' for T2w scans. A selected variable flip-angle profile yields a T2w spin-echo echo signal that is stable for long enough to facilitate 3D (single slab) imaging in shorter scan times (17) . Although the resultant scan has T2 contrast, signal levels also have some T1 dependence (17) . Because of our interest in the brainstem, we chose them for their spin-echo advantages to perform segmentation and spatial normalization, instead of the distortion-prone 3D T1w gradient echo scans. It is not clear whether T2wSE scans from the variable flip angle method have the same contrast dependence on [myelin] and [Fe] as the early (flip angle 90°) T2wSE scans. T1w and T2w scans are regarded as 'structural' and quantitative studies based on their signal levels are few. This is mainly because their average signal levels vary considerably from subject to subject due to variable head size and positioning in the scanner. Abbott et al (2009) (19) have specifically addressed the problem of adjusting for inter-subject variation in global T2wSE in the context of cross-sectional voxel-based studies. Based on a preliminary voxel-based comparison of patient and control groups, they identified a subset of voxels with low inter-subject residual variance, and used its mean voxel value to adjust for inter-subject global variation. They called this method voxel based iterative sensitivity (VBIS) and validated it for T2wSE in a group of patients using T2 relaxometry (19) . We demonstrated that VBIS yielded useful clinical information when applied to both T1wSE and T2wSE in a study of CFS (18) (19) (20) . Of particular interest was our T1wSE observation indicating that in CFS, myelination increased with severity in the internal capsule (18) . This motivated us to acquire T1wSE scans here with optimal SNR by choosing not to accelerate them (no turbo). Moreover, the 64 channel head-neck coil of the 3T MRI system used here yielded very high signal to noise ratio (SNR) in cortical GM and shallow WM. A similar 64 channel head-only coil showed that SNR at the brain centre was comparable with a body receive coil (21) , increased by a factor of 2 near 30 mm below the cortex and by a factor of 4 in the cortex (22) . This CFS study therefore offered unprecedented sensitivity to variability in the near-surface gyral myelin that
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influences T1wSE signals and was optimal for a cross-sectional study to explore relative white matter myelination. The trade-off was an acquisition time of nearly 9 minutes and an axial voxel size of 3 mm. We detected extended increases in T1wSE in sensorimotor WM in CFS. Decreases in the brainstem in the same scans prompted ROI analysis of relative brainstem and sensorimotor T1wSE levels which revealed an inverse correlation between them that was seen in both healthy controls and CFS.
METHODS

Subjects
This study was approved by the Human Research Ethics Committees of the Griffith University and the Gold Coast University Hospital where scanning was performed. Patients and healthy controls were recruited over a 1-year period. Signed informed consent was obtained from all participants. The Fukuda diagnostic criteria (23) were used to determine the existence of CFS. The MRI scans from 83 subjects were acquired. Seven of these were excluded because they were taking medication other than paracetamol or oral contraceptive. Also excluded were four subjects with some symptoms of CFS but who did not meet the full Fukuda selection criteria, and two subjects whose body mass index (BMI) was higher than 35. The total number of subjects analysed in this study was 70, comprised of 43 CFS patients and 27 healthy controls.
MRI scans
MRI scans were acquired on a Siemens 3T Skyra with a 64 channel receive head-neck coil. We acquired T1-weighted spin echo (T1wSE) with TR/TE/flip angle = 600 ms/6.4 ms/90°) and Siemens T2 'SPACE' optimized 3D fast spin-echo (T2wSE) 3200/563/variable flip angle scans. Acquisition times (min:sec) were 8:52 and 5:44. The T2wSE scans employed an optimized variable flip angle sequence (Siemens SPACE) to yield a 'true 3D' acquisition in a shortened time. Their 'contrast equivalent' TE compares with standard T2wSE TE (24), although the signal is also influenced by T1 relaxation (17) , possibly more than usual. T2wSE images were sagittal with pixel size 0.88 × 0.88 x 0.9 mm. The T1wSE were axial with voxel size 0.86 × 0.86 × 3.0 mm. A resting state fMRI and a task fMRI, each of 15 minutes duration, were also acquired and have been reported elsewhere (15, 16) . The T2wSE was acquired before the two fMRI scans and the T1wSE was acquired after them. Because the increased blood volume associated with a task stimulus lasts only a few seconds (25) the task fMRI should not influence the subsequent T1wSE signal levels.
2.3 Image Processing SPM12 (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) was used to perform all voxel-based pre-processing and statistical analysis. First, the T2wSE brain images were segmented into grey matter, white matter and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). Non-linear spatial normalization of the grey and white partitions was then optimized using DARTEL on the WM partition. An additional affine transformation of the final DARTEL grey matter template to the standard MNI grey matter template was computed and applied to the spatially normalized partitions for each subject. T1wSE images of each subject were coregistered to their raw T2wSE images and then subjected to the same deformations to MNI space. Finally, the normalised T1wSE, T2wSE and GM and WM volume images were smoothed using a 5x5x5 mm FWHM Gaussian kernel. The GM and WM partitions were further processed for voxel-
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based morphometry (VBM). For each subject, total GM, total WM and total intracranial volume (TIV) were computed. TIV was included as the global covariate in the VBM statistical designs.
Global normalization of MRI signal levels
T1wSE and T2wSE signal levels were normalised using the voxel-based iterative sensitivity (VBIS) method of Abbott et al (26) . VBIS requires an initial CFS group comparison with healthy controls for T1wSE (or T2wSE) images scaled using their whole-brain means (SPM's 'proportional scaling'). A mask was then defined containing those voxels with residual inter-subject variance less than the whole-brain median. A Matlab (The Mathworks Inc, Natick, MA) script was written for this purpose. The mean in this VBIS mask was then computed for each image and used as a nuisance covariate in subsequent SPM statistical designs, effectively normalising each image to a common global value. To exclude possible bias in individual analyses, a second iteration of VBIS omitted voxels from the mask where CFS vs healthy control differences (positive and negative) with uncorrected voxel P < 0.05 were detected. We used a 0.05 voxel threshold instead of the cluster-forming 0.001 to exclude more voxels and better minimise the bias. We only applied the second iteration to a group design which detected large clusters, for which VBIS means could be affected by a bias introduced by any group differences within the mask. Reference to T1wSE or T2wSE signals hereafter apply to the VBIS normalized signal levels.
2.5 Voxel-wise statistical analysis SPM12 cluster statistical inference (27) was used here to test for MRI group differences. Before statistical analysis, images were 'explicitly' masked with SPM12's 'mask_ICV' to exclude extracerebral structures. No threshold masking was used. The significance of inter-group differences was tested using family wise error (FWE) corrected cluster P value (PFWE) < 0.05 with a cluster-forming threshold of voxel P = 0.001 (27).
ROI analysis
SPM group comparisons that yield multiple significant clusters do not inform about possible correlations between signal levels in those clusters in individual subjects. Tests for correlations were performed by computing median signal levels in regions-of-interest (ROIs) for individual subjects. ROIs were defined by the extent of clusters from the SPM statistical analyses (uncorrected voxel P < 0.001). A locally written Matlab script computed the median T1wSE signal level in each ROI.
Regressions to test for correlations between the two ROIs were then performed using SPSS22 (IBM, New York) for both groups. Data for individual subjects were plotted with Matlab with linear fits from its 'polyfit' function.
RESULTS
TIV, GM and WM volumes did not differ significantly between CFS and healthy controls. TIV (GM+WM+CSF) were 1.394±0.152 L (mean±SD) for CFS and 1.425±0.134 L for healthy controls; GM volumes were 0.623±0.072 L and 0.660±0.092 L; WM volumes were 0.511±0.068 L and 0.516±0.058 L.
T1wSE Group Comparisons
The regions used to compute T1wSE global means for the first and second VBIS iterations are shown in Fig 1A and B . All T1wSE results reported herein are from the second iteration analysis. The T1wSE
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group comparison revealed signal increases in CFS in a large cluster involving mostly gyral WM of the premotor, primary motor and primary sensory cortex (Figs 1C, 2, Table 1 ), although there was also some GM involvement. This cluster also extended into the somatosensory cortex with foci in BA5 and BA7 and into the cingulate cortex. This large cluster was highly significant (PFWE < 0.0001). The peak voxel (voxel PFWE = 0.04) at (-33 -36 57) was located in WM of the hand area of the primary sensory cortex. When low level voxels were excluded from analysis by setting SPM's 'relative threshold masking' to 0.6 x mean signal level, the merged cluster separated into left and right clusters with PFWE < 0.0001 for both. Improved spatial localisation was achieved by imposing a stricter cluster forming threshold of 0.00002. This yielded five significant clusters in gyral WM, two located in the primary sensory cortex with peaks at (-33 -36 57) and (16 -39 69) and three in the primary motor cortex (8 -28 60), (-6 -18 70) and (12 -15 70 ).
The T1wSE group comparison also revealed decreases in CFS in a cluster (PFWE = 0.002) extending through the brainstem (Fig 3, Table 1 ). This cluster included the posterior hypothalamus ( The T1wSE group comparison adjusted with global means from the second iteration of VBIS slightly strengthened the statistical inference for CFS> healthy controls (HC) and weakened it for CFS<HC, relative to the first iteration. 
T1wSE Correlation between brainstem and cortex
Looking beyond the group differences in T1wSE, we ask: are signal increases in individuals related to their signal decreases? To answer this we performed regression analysis over individual subjects between median T1wSE signal levels in a region defined by the merged left and right sensorimotor cluster and a region defined by the brainstem cluster. We found very significant negative correlations for both CFS (R 2 = 0.31, P = 0.00007) and healthy controls (R 2 = 0.34, P = 0.0009), see Fig  4 and Table 2 . While 'b', the slope, was less steep for CFS than for healthy controls, their 95% confidence levels overlapped. The correlation was even stronger when CFS and healthy controls (HC) were pooled (R 2 = -0.44). Slopes of the regressions were near unity (-1.06 for HC and -0.96 for CFS+HC), suggesting similar factors influence T1wSE in the brainstem and in the sensorimotor cortex. In Fig 4 the relative CFS and HC signal amplitudes differ as expected from their group comparisons.
The overall signal levels also differ, from a mean of 809 for the sensorimotor areas to 1124 for the brainstem, indicating a difference in MRI receiver coil sensitivity between the two areas (this is not the same as SNR).
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Table2 Linear regression y = bx+c for median sensorimotor (y) versus brainstem (x) normalized T1wSE levels (Fig 4) 3.3 T2wSE, GM volume, WM volume analysis Group comparisons of the T2wSE, GM volume and WM volume images showed no significant clusters. However, for T2wSE when the cluster forming voxel P threshold was relaxed from 0.001 to 0.005, three significant clusters for CFS > Healthy Controls were detected in sensorimotor WM.
DISCUSSION
There were three main results, all from the group comparison of T1wSE scans: A. We detected decreased signal-levels in the brainstem in CFS (Fig 3) relative to healthy controls. The cluster extended over the ventral tegmental area (VTA) and posterior hypothalamus (pHT) through pontine nuclei to the medulla. Brainstem white matter volume losses have been observed in CFS with some VBM studies (19, 28), but not here. B. We detected increased signal-levels in CFS in gyral white matter of the sensorimotor cortex where projection fibres from the thalamus terminate (29) (Fig 1C, 2) . This complements previously observed severity dependent increased myelination low in the same fibres in the internal capsule (18) . C. A strong negative correlation was detected between signal levels from the brainstem and sensorimotor WM for both CFS and healthy controls (Fig 4, Table 2 ). To our knowledge this is a novel finding in both healthy controls and CFS. 
Brainstem T1wSE decreases
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Although it may be reasonable to attribute changes in T1wSE in sensorimotor WM to changes in myelin levels, in the brainstem this is problematic because of interspersed gray matter. The brainstem contains multiple small and dispersed neuron structures in reticular formations in the midbrain, pons and medulla, as well as other autonomic and neurohormonal centres. Brainstem T1wSE changes could therefore reflect changes in this complex dispersed GM which could involve changes in levels of [Fe] or macromolecules other than myelin. Brainstem inflammation in CFS (32) , if accompanied by some oedema, would also reduce T1wSE signals. On the other hand, the near unity slope of the brainstem vs sensorimotor regression supports a common source for the T1wSE changes.
The CFS group differences in brainstem T1wSE reported here (A above) were not seen in an earlier study (19) . However, that study did detect an abnormal regression of an autonomic measure (pulse pressure) with T1wSE in a brainstem area similar to that in (B) which was consistent with impaired connectivity between brainstem regulatory nuclei. Factors contributing to the novel detection of a brainstem T1wSE decrease here (A above) include a possible improvement in brainstem SNR, spatial normalization based on the T2wSE scan with its spin-echo resistance to distortion, optimization of spatial normalization using the WM partition instead of GM, and greater subject numbers.
Sensorimotor T1wSE Increases
T1wSE signal levels are primarily influenced by T1 relaxation rates. In WM, 90% of T1 contrast is determined by myelin concentration (31) and we refer to myelination or myelin level below instead of T1wSE signal level in sensorimotor WM. The increase in myelination (B above) in extended gyral WM of the premotor, primary motor (M1), primary somatosensory (S1) and nearby somatosensory areas (Fig 2) had strong cluster significance (Table 1) . A significant focus was seen in the hand area of S1 (peak voxel PFWE = 0.04). Increased motor network connectivity has been observed in Parkinson's Disease (PD) (33, 34) , suggesting myelin between the thalamus and motor cortex may be upregulated in PD. It was striking that the strongest increase in connectivity in the PD study (33) was also found to the hand area of S1 (and M1). Thalamocortical connectivity was also enhanced in the severe epilepsy of Lennox-Gastaut syndrome (35) . Although we do not report directly on sensorimotor connectivity here, increased myelin levels would be expected to enhance it. The high gyral/cortical SNR of the MRI multichannel head-neck coil used here is the most likely reason we discovered the extended increase in myelination in CFS in WM of the sensorimotor cortex. The earlier study which failed to detect this difference (19) was performed on 1.5T system with a SNR near 70 (21) , less than the cortical SNR near 350 for the 3T system here (22) . Although the high surface SNR here extends evenly over the whole cortical surface the steep decrease in SNR with depth (22) means myelin increases may extend deeper for the full length of projection fibres, but be undetectable with this instrumentation.
Inverse Correlation between Sensorimotor and Brainstem T1wSE
The negative regression (C above) detected between T1wSE in the brainstem and sensorimotor regions (Fig 4, Table 2 ) was similar for both CFS and healthy controls. The mechanism that drives these relationships is therefore likely to be the same for the two groups. The regression slope for the healthy control group was negative and near unity ( Table 2) suggesting that in healthy humans, brainstem-to-sensorimotor connectivity is maintained by balancing the same 'conduction factor' such that a smaller brainstem factor is accompanied by a larger sensorimotor factor and vice versa. Myelination is an obvious candidate for such a 'conduction factor'. If so, it raises the possibility that
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in CFS, elevated sensorimotor myelination is stimulated by depleted brainstem myelination. There is indirect evidence for impaired connectivity within the brainstem in CFS (20) and this would affect multiple motor circuits in the brain (see below). While the nature of this putative sensorimotor stimulatory mechanism is unknown, it conceivably maintains a critical level of connectivity between the brainstem and sensorimotor cortex in order to maintain an adequate level of motor performance.
Ascending fibres from the brainstem pass to the sensorimotor area via the thalamus. Thalamocortical connections act in two directions. There are both projection fibres from the thalamus to the cortex and (many more) regulatory fibres returning back to essentially the same area of the thalamus (36, 37) . Projection fibres are subject to regulation of myelination to maintain constant signal latency between the thalamus and cortex (38) . Inputs via the brainstem to the thalamus that pass via projection fibres to the motor and/or sensory cortex include: ascending fibres that return somatosensory information from a muscle activated by the motor cortex, and fibres from the accessory motor systems of the basal ganglia and cerebellum which receive input from the motor cortex. All pass through one or more sections of the brainstem (mid brain, pons and medulla) to the thalamus. Therefore, motor functions that may drive maintenance of brainstem-to-cortex signalling include return of somatosensory information to the cortex, conscious motor function and subconscious learned patterns of movement (basal ganglia), and planning and coordination of rapid and forceful muscle movements (cerebellum) (36) .
Although the known plasticity of projection fibres makes them a candidate for upregulated sensorimotor myelination, it is not known whether upregulation may affect other fibres. Does it also involve descending regulatory fibres to the thalamus and/or descending motor (cortico-spinal, cortico-bulbar, cortico-cerebellar) fibres and/or collateral fibres between adjacent cortical areas?
Reports in CFS of brainstem neuroinflammation (32) and implicit impairment of intra-brainstem connectivity (20) , together with known thalamo-cortical myelin plasticity (38) , suggest that the inverse relationship observed here between brainstem T1wSE changes and sensorimotor gyral WM myelin is most likely driven by changes in the brainstem. That is, in CFS, brainstem connectivity deficits compromise ascending signals to stimulate the mechanism illustrated in Fig 4 to amplify distal thalamo-cortical myelination and thereby maintain brainstem-to-cortex connectivity. We had invoked such a mechanism in CFS earlier (18) to interpret severity dependent internal capsule myelin upregulation. If the lower regression slope for CFS in Fig 4 is eventually shown to be significant, it would suggest that compensation in sensorimotor WM for impaired brainstem conduction was not fully achieved, as is suggested by prolonged motor conduction times in CFS (39).
Can variable receiver coil sensitivity explain the negative correlation?
The raw T1wSE images exhibited a smoothly varying fall off in signal from the brain centre to the sensorimotor cortex of about 30% (see Fig S1 in Supplementary Material and Fig 4 axes) . No correction for this was attempted. To test whether this variation in receiver coil sensitivity might explain the inverse correlation in Fig 4 between brainstem and motor cortex ROI levels, we evaluated three arbitrary gyral WM ROIs and one GM ROI in the frontal pole where sensitivity was also reduced (see Supplementary Material) . No systematic correlations with the brainstem ROI signal
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were found and we dismissed variability in T1wSE receiver coil sensitivity as a contributor to the negative brainstem versus sensorimotor cortex correlations.
Technical implications
This study highlights the usefulness of the high SNR, low distortion T1wSE scan in clinical studies. The dependence of these scans on myelin in WM can provide valuable insights in clinical cross-sectional and longitudinal studies.
Limitations
We interpreted T1wSE change in WM as myelin density change. This is the most likely explanation in WM of the sensorimotor area (31) although changes to levels of other macromolecules or iron (ferritin) may be relevant in the brainstem. Because the statistical inference here was for clusters of voxels, uncertainty exists about which brainstem WM tracts or nuclei may be relevant to the associated CFS sensorimotor changes in T1wSE / myelination. The possibility of some T1wSE contrast deriving from T2 and proton density as well as T1 could be resolved by using pure T1 imaging such as is generated by MP2RAGE sequences, although whether their SNR and subject-to-subject accuracy is adequate for voxel based cross-sectional studies needs to be established. Our conclusion that brainstem deficits reduce brainstem connectivity and stimulate elevated sensorimotor myelin needs to be confirmed and clarified by fMRI connectivity and diffusion MRI studies.
CONCLUSIONS
In CFS T1wSE was elevated in sensorimotor WM and decreased in the brainstem. In both healthy controls and CFS, T1wSE (myelination) in sensorimotor WM showed the same inverse correlation with T1wSE in the brainstem. This relationship, previously unreported in either healthy controls or CFS, suggested a possibility that in CFS a normal regulatory mechanism had responded to impaired brainstem signal conduction to stimulate elevated sensorimotor myelination. This complements evidence in CFS for severity dependent myelin upregulation in the internal capsule (18) . Deficits in brainstem function in CFS can have broad consequences for regulation of cerebral function in general and myelination in particular and should be a focus of future research in CFS. (2 column) Thresholded (p<0.001) SPM T maps (red-yellow) indicating T1wSE signal higher in CFS than in healthy controls. Axial, coronal and sagittal sections through the cluster in Fig 1 are superimposed on reference brain sections. Increases occur mostly in gyral white matter although there is also some adjacent grey matter involvement. The most significant voxel (see x = -35, y = -35, z = -33) is in the hand area of S1. The gyral locations in the coronal sections are labelled as 'BA5,7' somatosensory cortex, 'S1' primary somatosensory, 'M1' primary motor, 'preM' premotor and 'SMA' supplementary motor area. Blank reference coronal sections are included to assist visual separation of grey matter and white matter. (single column) Individual-subject median T1wSE signal levels in the sensorimotor region plotted against median levels from the brainstem region. The correlation R2 and null probability were 0.32 and P = 0.00007 for CFS, and 0.34 and 0.0009 for Healthy Controls (HC). Linear fits to the data are shown for CFS (red) and HC (blue). The CFS and HC slopes were not significantly different ( Table 2 ). Individual subject T1wSE signals were normalized to a global mean of 1000 using VBIS derived global values. CFS sensorimotor T1wSE values are mostly higher, and CFS brainstem T1wSE mostly lower, than Healthy Control values as expected from the group analysis results. Normalized T1wSE values were generally higher for the brainstem (near 1100) than for the sensorimotor region (near 800), indicating a difference in receiver coil sensitivity between them. 
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